
Winning the collisions! 
 

By Anthony Connellan 
 

With Australian forwards struggling to be dominant in the contact zone, what makes for a successful ball 

carry and why can it be so important to success in the game of rugby? 

  New Zealand South Africa Argentina Australia 
  Runs Tck brks Runs Tck brks Runs Tck brks Runs Tck brks 
Forwards 260 70 280 81 248 58 274 51 

  
Backs 319 132 330 89 258 90 304 96 

         

 Team Total 579 202 610 170 506 148 578 147 

2013 Rugby Championship - run and tackle break statistics.  

Looking closely at the recent dominance of both New Zealand and South Africa, and a perception that 

Australian players and in particular forwards have been inferior in the contact zone, led to this study of 

the 2013 Rugby Championships.  

Australia finished third on the table winning two games both against Argentina, and was a distant third 

in both try scoring and for and against. Australia was fourth in tackle breaks, half breaks and line breaks. 

Therefore I decided to closely study the ball carry, who were the best carriers, why were they successful 

and how does a strong carry influence the game. 

As a general rule in the 2013 Rugby Championships most team’s backrow topped the forward stats for 

runs, run metres and tackle breaks with Australia again ranking fourth by a considerable margin. With 

this in mind I chose to focus on each nation’s backrowers. 

 

  Ball In Hand 
  

Runs 
Run 

Metres 
Brks 
Tck 

Over 
Adv. 

Line 
Brks 

Half 
Brks 

T/Over 
In Pos. Australia 

Blind-side Flanker 27 148 9 14 2   3 

Number 8 30 144 4 13 1 2 10 

Open-side 
Flanker 

34 217 10 12 1 7 14 

Totals 91 509 23 39 4 9 27 

                

  

Runs 
Run 

Metres 
Brks 
Tck 

Over 
Adv. 

Line 
Brks 

Half 
Brks 

T/Over 
In Pos. Argentina 

Blind-side Flanker 47 248 19 17 2 5 9 

Number 8 47 222 7 16 2 11 9 
Open-side 
Flanker 

45 195 16 18 5 3 4 

Totals 139 665 42 51 9 19 22 

               



  
Runs 

Run 
Metres 

Brks 
Tck 

Over 
Adv. 

Line 
Brks 

Half 
Brks 

T/Over 
In Pos. New Zealand 

Blind-side Flanker 41 277 10 17 2 5 3 

Number 8 36 204 8 14 1 6 10 

Open-side 
Flanker 

41 178 12 20 2 5 7 

Totals 118 659 30 51 5 16 20 

                

  

Runs 
Run 

Metres 
Brks 
Tck 

Over 
Adv. 

Line 
Brks 

Half 
Brks 

T/Over 
In Pos. South Africa  

Blind-side Flanker 29 128 2 13 1 2 10 

Number 8 52 316 22 22 5 3 9 

Open-side 
Flanker 29 175 11 20 1 8 5 

Totals 110 619 35 55 7 13 24 

        2013 Rugby Championship - Backrow ball carry statistics.  

How important are forwards who are dominant ball carriers and do the impressive stats of the 

Argentinian, New Zealand and South African backrowers really translate and impact the result? In my 

opinion absolutely yes they do. After reviewing the subsequent statistics of each backrower to break a 

tackle the following can be concluded – 

• Australian Backrow – Broke 23 tackles resulting in 2 line breaks with no offloads. Never really 

looked like getting an offload away and run metres were poor compared with the other three, 

on the positive side always generated very quick ball. Most effective being Hooper. 

• Argentinian Backrow – Broke 42 tackles resulting in 8 line breaks, 7 offloads (3/4 of which were 

ineffective) and 2 tries. Always looked dangerous with the ball, however not as damaging as 

should have been, at times let down by skill execution and a lack of support runners. Athletically 

excellent with great size and speed, ran from base of ruck, off 9 and linked well in backline. Both 

Matera and Leguizamon were excellent. 

• New Zealand Backrow – Broke 30 tackles resulting in 3 line breaks, 5 offloads and 4 tries. Great 

evasion skills, good variation in attack running from base of ruck, off 9 and 10 and wide in the 

backline. Skill in offloading excellent and by far the best team in regard to support play. Luatua, 

Messam, Read and McCaw all excellent carriers in their own way. 

• South African Backrow – Broke 35 tackles resulting in 7 line breaks, 4 offloads and 5 tries. Big 

power runners with great focus on leg drive through the tackle also big uses of hammer and 

latch. Offloading was a feature with Vermeulen’s ball carry outstanding for South Africa. 

Note: Tries scored either directly from the tackle break or from the offload. 

Interestingly in total the stats will show not a massive variance for results in percentage of ball retained 

Australia 91%, Argentina 93%, New Zealand 93%, and South Africa 97% however after a tackle break 

teams gained super quick ball if into ruck situation and without usual pressure of turnover, needed less 

resources to secure the ball, greater run metres, opportunities to offload/ pass and then support, 

significantly decreased time for defence’s to recover, flatten attack opportunities for subsequent phase 

etc. 



After studying the footage of players such as Luatua, Messam, Read, Matera, Leguizamon and 

Vermeulen’s some key components were very evident. As expected most of the above don’t possess all 

however are very good at most. 

Athletic attributes: There is no avoiding the fact that physical attributes have a major impact on an 

athlete’s ability to be dominant when carrying the ball. Size, Foot speed, Acceleration and Power are all 

key components in breaking tackles. 

Aggression: The confrontational player with an aggressive mindset towards dominating his opponent is 

more successful. 

Attack shapes: Attack shapes using forward runners across the field has evolved a lot over the last 5 -10 

years. In the 2013 Rugby Championship saw New Zealand in particular with South Africa and Argentina 

to some extent using a lot of variation with forward runners, pick and go, use of hammers and latches 

(especially South Africa) running off 9 from ground, off 9 who scoots, tip ons, runners inside and outside 

10 and wide in the backline (Read and Luatua had great success wide). This obviously asks questions of 

the defence and gives great advantage to the ball carrier in the one on one battle. The McKenzie reign 

has developed some good variation with forward runners through the European tour however early 

Rugby Championship saw a lot of predictable one out runners off 9. 

Footwork: Engaging and squaring a defender by running straight and then using evasive footwork 

(shortening of steps to increase foot speed) into space is very effective. As defence’s continue to 

improve and with a big increase in two man tackles attacking player’s footwork needs to be very good 

especially when in close contact situations. Players should focus on being square (engaging the 

defender) fast sidestep and getting square again to punch through the small space between defenders. 

Fend: The good use of a fend or guard will put a defender in an unbalanced and much less powerful 

position, doing so then creates space to chase feet through the contact zone and the possibility to free 

arms for offload etc. Good attacking players powerfully target chest or shoulder with their fend. 

Leg Drive: The leg drive follows the space opportunity from the fend to punch through contact with fast 

feet, powerful leg drive also creates opportunity to break tackles and bump off defenders. 

Ball presentation: Includes decision making, the skill of offloading or passing and if carrier goes to 

ground pop or ball placement. The decision making and attitude process as players enter the tackle 

situation is vital, with New Zealand proving continuity of play is such a key to their success. New 

Zealand’s first options are to avoid contact, avoid breakdowns (2013 Rugby Championship New 

Zealand’s ruck involvements were 811, Australia’s 916) therefore continuing play with offloads or 

passes. The use of footwork manipulates defenders and by attacking a weak shoulder frees the arms to 

pass. This skill obviously is practiced as the accuracy of both the New Zealanders and South Africans is 

extremely high. If player goes to ground options including popping of ground if no pressure and good 

support in place, lay the egg if isolated and need to buy time and long placement if support close to 

ensure quick recycle. 



In the 2013 Rugby Championship New Zealand and South Africa were clearly dominant on the score 

board and more evidence of the dominance was the try scoring records with Argentina 7, Australia 12, 

South Africa 23 and New Zealand 24. Ball carrying by forwards proved to be extremely important with 

New Zealand and South Africa scoring approximately 20% of their tries from back rowers breaking 

tackles. The best ball carrying forwards are big, fast and powerful, they possess an aggressive attitude, 

they combine footwork, a fend and strong leg drive and are extremely skillful in not only the decision 

making but execution and a will to continue play. This study clearly demonstrates forwards who can 

carry the ball have a significant impact on the game of rugby. 

 


